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ABSTRACT 
The observed deep-sea wave data are most appropriate to 

use in the data assimilation technique.  For wave stations (e.g., 
the Longdong data buoy station in the northeastern Taiwan  
Sea near the coast), wave data must be reverse-calculate 
deep-sea wave data for data assimilation applications because 
seafloor slopes in the northeastern Taiwan Sea are acute and 
the distances between wave interactions during propagation 
are shorter.  Consequently, nonlinear effects arising from the 
topography become insignificant as waves approach the coast 
from the open sea.  The proposed technique to reverse- 
calculate the deep-sea wave spectrum from the near-shore 
wave spectrum, based on first-order wave spectrum theory, is 
verified based on physical experiments.  The results indicate 
that this method is effective and applicable to calculations of 
the energy at wave spectrum peaks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The application of data assimilation techniques in wave 

forecasts has been hampered due to a lack of high-quality 
wave data measurements.  Recently, data assimilation tech-
niques have gradually been incorporated into numerical wave 
models due to rapid developments in satellite observation 
technology and an increase in the number of on-site monitor-
ing wave stations.  Currently, 11 operational wave stations 
immediately transmit hourly wave data via wireless commu-
nication from sea sites to onshore stations in Taiwan’s marine 

regions.  These data provide an excellent basis for testing data 
assimilation techniques. 

Near-shore data buoys are located around the coast of  
Taiwan.  Data assimilation techniques in numerical wave 
models are best suited to deep-sea wave data because the 
purpose of data assimilation is to make imminent wave fore-
casts.  By the time that near-shore data have been substituted 
into the data assimilation process and further into the wave 
models, the waves will have already reached the shores.  In 
this situation, wave forecasts are useless.  Therefore, it is es-
sential that deep-sea wave data be assimilated.  

Because deep-sea wave data are unavailable for use in the 
data assimilation process, this paper proposes a method that 
deduces the deep-sea region wave spectrum based on calcu-
lations of the near-shore wave spectrum.  This method differs 
from the general wave spectrum calculations that evaluate 
waves originating in the deep-sea region that propagate to- 
ward the shore [2, 6, 7].  Instead, this method reverse- 
calculates the wave spectrum from near the shore to the deep 
sea.  If nonlinear effects are accounted for in calculating  
wave shoaling, the calculations become very complex.  Pre-
viously, Chien and Kuo [1] performed a thorough study of the 
nonlinearity of the shallow-water wave spectrum and found 
that the spectrum is linear most of the time.  In addition,  
based on results from Kuo et al. [4], who used wave tank 
experiments to study the propagation of irregular waves in  
one direction, the non-dimensional wave spectral shape is 
similar to that of the deep-water wave spectrum as long as  
the water depth is constant in the shallow water region.  
However, as the water depth is reduced, the wave spectrum 
shape attenuates more slowly. 

In this paper, the northern tip of Taiwan is used as a case 
study to investigate the proposed method.  Because the slope 
of the sea bottom in this area is steep, the distances between 
the wave interactions during propagation are short, and 
nonlinear effects are not significant.  Thus, it is appropriate  
to use linear wave calculations to deduce the deep-sea wave 
spectra from coastal wave data.  However, because the wave 
stations used in this study do not collect measurements in 
shallow water, even when the waves do not break, the 
nonlinear contribution due to the nonlinear wave-wave inter-
action term Snl in the source term of the numerical wave  
model can be neglected.  In addition, wind input and white 
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capping dissipation are assumed to be small at short distances. 

II. REVERSE CONVERSION OF THE  
WAVE SPECTRUM 

The wave spectrum is the superposition of many waves of 
differing energies (magnitudes and frequencies) if the near- 
shore wave spectrum density function is known, the integrated 
frequency domain of the wave energy density function is: 
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where ∆fi is the corresponding frequency width of any arbi-
trary frequency, fi, and the energy of each specific frequency 
width is: 

 ( )
if i iE S f f= ∆  (2) 

According to the small amplitude wave theory, waves are 
assumed to be tangential to shores, and the seafloor is as- 
sumed to be of uniformly slope.  Three wave energy compo-
nents, breaking waves, leak from the sea bottom, and fric- 
tional energy loss of the waves, are disregarded under the 
stationary wave fields.  The wave energy fluxes before and 
after wave shoaling are then equal.  Therefore, the wave en-
ergy flux conservation equation of fi can be written as follows: 
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n =  in deep water, o indicates 

the deep-water physical quantity, d the shallow-water physical 
quantity, and c the phase speed. 

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) yields: 
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Because each specific frequency width remains uniform 
before and after wave shoaling, Eq. (4) can be simplified as: 
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If (S( fi))o/(S( fi))d is equivalent to Kspectrum( fi), the deep- 
water wave spectrum transform coefficient, the wave spectral 
density variation of the frequency fi is written as: 
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Based on the dispersion relationship described in Eq. (7), 
the formula of the transform coefficient can be obtained from 
Eq. (8) as: 
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Because fi is an arbitrary selected frequency, Eq. (8) is also 
applicable to calculate the deep-water wave spectrum trans-
form coefficients for all frequencies.  Thus, the transform co- 
efficient of the deep-water waves can be obtained from Eq. (8) 
by reverse calculation of the near-shore-wave-spectrum.  If  
the near-shore wave spectrum is known, then the linear cal-
culation of the deep-water wave spectrum is simply the 
first-order wave spectrum: 

 ' ( ) ( ) ( )i spectrum i iS f K f S f=  (9) 

III. EXPERIMENT TESTS 
Although we cannot obtain the deep-water wave data, the 

first-order deep-water spectra can be determined based on  
the reverse conversion of the wave spectrum derived in this 
study.  The basic assumption of this method is that the wave 
effect of nonlinearity is insignificant when the seafloor is  
steep.  The use of wave tank experiments that demonstrate  
the effect of physical wave phenomena is the only viable 
method that can reproduce the actual setting and verify the 
applicability of this method.  Furthermore, field data cannot be 
collected on-site; however, these data can be obtained in the 
wave tank experiments. 

1. Scale Setting in the Wave Tank Experiments 
The simulation of long-period waves around the north-

eastern tip of Taiwan is the first step in determining the initial 
conditions for the data assimilation process.  The Longdong 
data buoy is located off the coast of the Long Dong yacht 
harbor.  The buoy is positioned approximately 2 km offshore, 
where the water is approximately 30 m deep (Fig. 1).  The 
wave data observed at this inshore station can be used as a 
basis for calculating deep-water spectra.  As shown in Fig. 1, 
the location of the Longdong data buoy slopes more in the 
direction of the open water, so the distances between wave 
interactions during propagation are short.  Based on this 
characteristic, it can be assumed that the nonlinear effects are 
not significant and that it is appropriate to adopt the linear 
wave theory developed in this study. 

Therefore, based on the selected sea area, a proportional 
area size can be used for the wave tank experiments.  The  
scale settings are shown in Table 1; the wave tank capacity  
and local environment were reduced 150-fold in space and  
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Table 1.  Comparison of bit error rates for the simulation. 

 On-site Experiment Space scale Time scale 

Near-shore sea  
depth (m)   30 0.2 

Off-shore sea  
depth (m)   80 0.8 > 0.53 

(dmin)* 
Significant wave 

length (m)   15 0.1 

Significant wave 
height (m) 160 1.1 

Significant wave 
period (sec)   10 0.8 

150:1 150 :1 
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Fig. 1. Water depths in the northeastern Taiwan Sea.  The Longdong 

data buoy location is marked.  The red arrow indicates the incline 
of the sea floor. 

 
 

12.5-fold in time.  To ensure that the variations in the spec- 
trum are caused by wave shoaling and not by wave energy 
dissipation due to the experimental apparatus used, this study 
used a regular-wave experiment to confirm that the waves 
were conserved after installation of the experimental apparatus.  
The wave spectrum experiments were then conducted to 
analyze the irregular waves. 

2. Experiment Apparatus and Set-up 
The experiments were conducted in a cross-sectional tank 

at the Department of Hydraulic & Ocean Engineering, Cheng 
Kung University, of total length 27 m, width 1 m, height  
1.4 m, and water depth 0.8 m (Fig. 2).  The front tip of the 
wave-generation panel was the benchmark bottom panel.  A 
1:10 slope made of stainless steel bottom board began 10 m 
from the wave generator.  Both sides of the tank were made  
of transparent glass plates, and the wave generator generated 
regular and irregular waves.  Four resistance-type wave 
gauges divided into 2 sets of 2 gauges each were installed 
within the tank.  One set was installed at a depth of 0.2 m  

Table 2.  Conditions for regular wave experiments. 

Experiment No. Significant wave height, 
Hs (m) 

Significant wave period, 
Ts (sec) 

R1 0.04 1.1 
R2 0.08 0.8 
R3 0.09 1 
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Fig. 2.  Experimental tank setup. 

 
 

with a wave-height gauge spacing of 0.18 m for observing 
shallow-water waves; the second set was established at a  
depth of 0.8 m from the first set with a wave-height gauge 
spacing of 1 m. 

3. Experimental Procedure 

1) Regular Wave Experiments 
In the theory of deducing wave spectra shoaling, it is as-

sumed that the wave energy flux is conserved, as shown in  
Eq. (3).  To ascertain that the spectrum calculations are rea-
sonable, regular wave experiments were initially conducted to 
verify that the wave energy flux was conserved following in- 
stallation of the experimental apparatus. 

The conditions to generate near-shore waves in these ex-
periments using the wave generator are shown in Table 2.  The 
waves that are generated are influenced by the water depth  
as they propagate toward the shallow-water wave height 
gauges.  The experiments were grouped into three sets using a 
continuous observation time of 120 seconds, and the sample 
frequency was 60 Hz for each set. 

2) Irregular Wave Experiments 
Chien and Kuo [1] analyzed the wave spectra of Taiwan’s 

northeastern cape and found that the spectral distribution  
obtained at this location was consistent with a JONSWAP 
spectrum [3].  The non-dimensional wave spectra obtained 
from the Longdong data buoy (longitude 121°56’35”, latitude 
25°2’11”; water depth 15 m) show that the spectral shape at 
this location also appears to be a JONSWAP spectrum [8]. 

Therefore, the JONSWAP spectrum can reasonably be 
taken as a basis for the irregular wave experiments conducted 
in this study.  Ou [5] analyzed waves observed in the waters 
offshore of Taiwan, and the coefficients taken from their re-
sults are shown in Eq. (10), where Hs is the significant wave 
height and Ts is the significant wave period. 
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Table 3. Conditions for irregular (JONSWAP spectrum) 
wave experiments. 

Experiment No. Significant wave height, 
Hs (m) 

Significant wave period, 
Ts (sec) 

IR1 0.1 0.8 
IR2 0.1 0.9 
IR3 0.1 1 
IR4 0.1 1.1 
IR5 0.1 1.2 
IR6 0.1 1.3 
IR7 0.1 1.4 
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Six experiments were conducted using the wave generating 
conditions presented in Table 3.  To simplify analysis, the 
significant wave height was universally set to 0.1 m, and the 
significant wave period was set to 0.8-1.4 sec.  The persistent 
observation time was 120 sec for every group, and the sam-
pling frequency was 60 Hz.  The wave height gauge placed  
in the deep-water region measures water height variations 
before wave shoaling; the wave height gauge on the slope 
measures water height variations only after wave shoaling. 

4. Experimental Analysis 

1) Regular Wave Experiments — Analysis of the Conservation 
of Wave Energy Flux 
The main purpose of the regular wave experiments was to 

test the conservation of wave energy flux following installa-
tion of the apparatus; if the wave energy flux is conserved, this 
result provides evidence that the following spectral analysis  
is reasonable.  The energy flux formula, shown in Eq. (3), 
calculates the phase speed for the waves.  The wave phase 
difference for the fixed distance between the two wave  
height gauges was utilized in this study to obtain the phase 
speed (Figs. 3 and 4). 

The results for the wave energy flux calculations are shown 
in Fig. 5, and these results are readily observed in experi- 
ments No. R2 and No. R3.  A rather small error (within a 
relative error of 5%) exists for the wave energy flux that  
occurs in both the deep- and shallow-water regions.  Although  
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Fig. 3. The time series for the two wave gauges on both sides of the tank 

in the deep-water regions (distance between the wave gauges:  
1 m). 
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Fig. 4. The time series for the two wave gauges on both sides of the tank 

in the shallow-water regions (distance between the wave gauges: 
0.18 m). 
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Fig. 5. The calculated values and error analysis for the wave flux energy 

in the water tank. 
 
 

the relative error for experiment No. R1 reaches 10.67%, this 
error is due to the small magnitude of the wave energy in  
this experiment, and the effects of the measured error are 
minor.  Therefore, the wave energy flux is conserved during 
the wave propagation process within the tank, and the deple-
tion of wave energy is not significant.  Thus, the experi- 
mental apparatus satisfies the requirements of the subse- 
quent reverse calculation experiments. 

2) Irregular Wave Experiments — Analysis of the Applicability 
of Reverse Calculations of the Wave Spectrum 
The purpose of the irregular wave experiments is to verify 

the applicability of the linear calculation of the wave spec- 
trum.  The analysis procedure is described below. 

 
(a) The corresponding spectrum transform coefficient, Kspectrum, 

which is distributed over the frequency domain using  
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Fig. 6. The calculated distribution of the linear spectrum transform 

coefficients over the frequency domain (Water depth: 0.2 m; fre- 
quency resolution: 0.1 Hz). 
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Fig. 7. A comparison of the reverse-calculated wave energy values and 

the experimental wave energy values (significant wave period  
Ts = 0.8 sec).  fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
corresponding significant frequency. 
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Fig. 8. A comparison of the reverse-calculated wave energy values and 

the experimental wave energy values (significant wave period  
Ts = 0.9 sec).  fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
corresponding significant frequency. 
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Fig. 9. A comparison of the reverse-calculated wave energy values and 

the experimental wave energy values (significant wave period  
Ts = 1.0 sec).  fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
corresponding significant frequency. 
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Fig. 10. A comparison of the reverse-calculated wave energy values and 

the experimental wave energy values (significant wave period  
Ts = 1.1 sec).  fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
corresponding significant frequency. 
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Fig. 11. A comparison of the reverse-calculated wave energy values and 

the experimental wave energy values (significant wave period  
Ts = 1.2 sec).  fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
corresponding significant frequency.  
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Fig. 12. A comparison of the reverse-calculated wave energy values and 

the experimental wave energy values (significant wave period  
Ts = 1.3 sec).  fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
corresponding significant frequency. 
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Fig. 13. A comparison of the reverse-calculated wave energy values and 

the experimental wave energy values (significant wave period  
Ts = 1.4 sec).  fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
corresponding significant frequency. 
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 Eq. (8) to calculate the assigned water depth (0.2 m), is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

(b) The shallow-water spectrum S(fi) can be obtained using 
the Fourier transform of the time-series variations in water 
height at the wave height gauge within the shallow-water 
region.  To analyze variations in the spectral types, the 
wave energy is normalized, as shown in Eq. (11), to obtain 
the normalized shallow-water observation wave spectrum 
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 where fs is the significant wave period in relation to the 
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(c) S'(fi), the calculated value of the deep-water spectrum, is 
obtained by substituting Kspectrum, the spectrum transform 
coefficient, and S(fi), the shallow-water spectrum, into  
Eq. (9).  After normalization, the normalized, observed 

deep-water spectrum '
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 is obtained. 

(d) Using the Fourier transform of the time-series variations 
of the water height at the wave height gauge within the 
deep-water region, the spectrum of the deep-water spec-
trum So(fi) can be obtained.  This spectrum can be nor-
malized to obtain the observed shallow-water wave spec-
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, the analysis of the applicability of the 

reverse linear deduction spectrum, and the corresponding 
results are shown in Figs. 7-13. 

 
As shown in Fig. 6, in the 0.2 m-deep region, the spectrum 

transform coefficient varies in relation to the different wave 
frequencies.  This result is due to the fact that the component 
wavelengths in the high frequency domain are shorter; their 
propagation toward the near-shore areas will not be signifi-
cantly affected by the water depth.  Therefore, the spectrum 
transform coefficient is assumed to be 1.  When the fre- 
quency of the component waves decreases to 2.2 Hz, the to-
pography begins to affect the wave deformations.  The wave 
spectrum transform coefficients increase gradually; at 1.1 Hz, 
the coefficient increases to 1.2, and at 0.3 Hz, the coefficient 
decreases to 0.5.  Thus, as observed for the irregular waves, 

the spectrum transform coefficient is more sensitive to ir-
regular waves that have a principal frequency of approxi-
mately 1 Hz. 

Based on the results shown in Figs. 7-13, the spectra will 
exhibit significant variations as waves propagate from deep 
regions to shallow regions.  The differences between the  
two regions become more significant as the wave periods 
increase.  One of the important changes observed is that the 
wave energy decreases at the wave crests.  Therefore, the 
reverse-calculation method for deep-water spectrum is only 
reasonable if the peak energy decreases.  This study is based 
on the linear deduction method for waves, and the calcu- 
lated results (the red line in Figs. 7-13) show that the reverse 
deep-water wave spectrum falls between the observed shal- 
low water wave spectrum (the blue line in Figs. 7-13) and  
the observed deep-water wave spectrum (the black line in  
Figs. 7-13).  Importantly, these results are within 0.6-2 times 
the principal frequency and approach the trends and spectral 
energy values of the observed deep-water spectrum.  Thus,  
this method apparently modifies the structures of the wave 
spectra.  In subsequent research, the results from this study 
will be used in the calculation of deep-sea wave data, which 
will then be used as the data source for differential data as-
similation. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The reverse-calculation method for wave spectra pro- 

posed in this paper is able to determine the peak energy  
values, but the energy of the high-frequency regions is not 
completely accurate.  This error occurs because the derived 
spectrum transform coefficient is based on first-order linear 
wave theory, which accounts for the role of linear wave de-
formation on the energy.  This effect is not sensitive to the 
high-frequency domain, and therefore, the results obtained for 
the high-frequency components of the deep-water wave  
energy cannot be effectively adjusted.  In this experimental 
study, the horizontal distance between the shallow- and 
deep-water regions is 8 m, which corresponds to only 5-6 
wavelengths of the peak energy for the low-frequency wave 
components.  During wave propagation, this distance is not 
suitable for revealing the higher-order non-linear deforma- 
tions and wave-wave interactions.  For the high frequency 
components, the distance between the shallow- and deep- 
water regions must reach one or more tens of wavelengths to 
markedly enhance the higher-order non-linear deformations 
and wave-wave interactions.  This phenomenon appears in  
the second-order spectrum, which must be solved using 
non-linear wave theory.  The actual wave spectrum in the 
presence of strong wind, such as the JONSWAP spectrum, is  
a narrow-band spectral type in which the energy is concen-
trated in the peak frequency component and the energy of  
the high-frequency domain is relatively small and can be ig-
nored.  Therefore, this method for calculating the reverse 
spectrum is compatible with actual demands. 
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